
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

OF THE STATE OF COLORADO 

 
Docket No. 09A-772E 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF 
COLORADO FOR APPROVAL OF ITS 2010 RENEWABLE ENERGY STANDARD 
COMPLIANCE PLAN 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

MOTION REQUESTING COMMISSION REVIEW OF XCEL’S 

COMPLIANCE FILING CONCERNING CALCULATION OF THE 

WINDSOURCE PREMIUM 

______________________________________________________________________ 

  
 Leslie Glustrom, an Xcel ratepayer and “Windsource” customer and an intervenor 

in this Docket, respectfully submits this Motion Requesting Commission Review of Xcel’s 

Compliance Filing Concerning Calculation of the Windsource Premium in the above 

captioned docket related to the Application of the Public Service Company of Colorado 

(“PSCo” or “Xcel”) for approval of its 2010 Renewable Energy Standard (“RES”) 

Compliance Plan.  

 On December 14, 2010, Xcel filed its “Compliance Filing Concerning the 

Calculation of the Windsource Premium as Required by Decision C10-1221.” This filing 

merely provides another set of inscrutable claims regarding “Incremental Cost” and 

“Incremental GWH” for the “Windsource” program—with no supporting spreadsheets, 

workpapers or detailed explanations.1  

                                                 
1 Ms. Glustrom has searched her e-mails and has not found any evidence that Xcel served this compliance 
filing on Ms. Glustrom or any of the parties in the 09A-772 docket in which the filing was made.  
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 This Motion respectfully requests that the Commission exercise its oversight on 

this important program to ensure that “Windsource” customers are not being significantly 

over charged for the clean energy2 provided by “Windsource.”   

 The $28/MWh that Xcel calculates for the “Windsource” premium (before the 

“Attachment C credit and before considering the amount of renewable energy in Xcel’s 

portfolio already) equates to about 2.8 cents/kwh which is about a 20% bill impact on 

electricity that is approximately 10 cents/kwh.3  “Windsource” resources come from the 

same portfolio that is used to meet the Renewable Portfolio Standard, so there is no 

apparent reason why “Windsource” should have an approximately 20% bill impact while 

compliance with the Renewable Portfolio Standard can be achieved with a 2% bill impact.   

 Importantly, if the incremental cost of “Windsource” is $28/MWh as claimed by 

Xcel, then it is highly unlikely that Xcel is truly meeting the Renewable Portfolio Standard 

under the 2% Retail Rate Impact called for by Colorado Revised Statutes (“C.R.S.”) § 40-

20-124. Since the resources are coming from the same portfolio, either Xcel is not 

calculating the “Windsource” premium correctly or it is not calculating the 2% Retail Rate 

Impact for Colorado’s Renewable Portfolio Standard correctly. In either case, it is 

imperative that the Commission exercise its oversight and get to the bottom of this 

discrepancy without further delay.  

  

 

                                                 
2 Xcel’s filings in this Docket made it clear that “Windsource” now includes a portfolio of clean energy 
resources and is no longer made up solely of wind generation.  
3 Xcel’s residential rates for 2011 Quarter 1 are 8.9 cents/kwh for winter use and Tier 1 (up to 500 kwh) in 
the summer and 13.35 cents/kwh for Tier 2 summer usage. For Xcel’s 2011 Q1 rates see Docket 10L-953E, 
the Electric Commodity Adjustment filing for 2011 Q1. The weighted average of these rates will depend on 
customer usage, but 10 cents/kwh is a reasonable estimate for discussing the bill impact of the “Windsource” 
premium.  
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The following is stated in support of this Motion:  

 1) Xcel’s December 14, 2010 “Windsource” compliance filing claims (on page 1) 

that the Commission directed Xcel to use the method approved in the 08A-260E docket—

yet there does not appear to be any reference in the C10-1221 or C10-1033 decisions 

directing Xcel to use the 08A-260E method. To the contrary, as discussed below, the 

Commission directed Xcel to “clearly explain how the Windsource premium is 

calculated…”  

 2) The Commission’s direction to Xcel related to calculation of the Windsource 

premium in Decision C10-1033 is reproduced below: 

We agree with Ms. Glustrom that the calculation of the Windsource premium has 
been difficult to understand in this docket. We expect Public Service to clearly 

explain how the Windsource premium is calculated in its 2011 RES 

Compliance Plan application. However, we hesitate to dictate the specific method 
by which Public Service must provide this explanation of the level of detail and 
instead leave these issues to the Company. (¶ 43, page 14, Decision C10-1033 
Emphasis added.)  

 
 
 3) The “Windsource” calculation submitted by Xcel on December 14, 2010 is once 

again largely inscrutable. The key calculation is of the “five year incremental cost of 

adding new sources of renewable energy to the Company’s system.” (page 2, 

“Windsource” Compliance Filing). According to Xcel’s filing: 

The incremental cost of these new sources of renewable energy is equal to the total 
system cost of the portfolio that includes these new renewable resources compared 
to the total system costs of the portfolio with these resources removed and replaced 
with traditional thermal generation. To calculate this incremental cost, we use our 
STRATEGIST model to develop a RES Plan, which contains incremental 
renewable resource and replaces them with fossil-fuel-based resources. The 
difference between the total system cost of the two STRATEGIST runs shows the 
incremental cost each year of new renewable energy. From these same model runs 
we determine the total number of megawatt hours of additional of (sic) renewable 
generation. The total incremental cost is then divided by the megawatt hours of the 
additional renewable energy and is expressed in dollars per megawatt hour. We 
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then take a five year average of these incremental costs to determine the starting 
point of the Windsource premium. (From pages 2-3, Xcel December 14, 2010, 
“Windsource” Compliance Filing, Docket 09A-772E.) 
 

The description above for calculating the “Windsource” premium by calculating the 

difference between a “RES” and “No-RES” Plan (where “RES” stands for Renewable 

Energy Standard) tracks the explanation of the calculation of the Retail Rate Impact for the 

Renewable Portfolio Standard,4 but the quantitative results are very different.  

 4) Xcel is meeting Colorado’s Renewable Energy Standard with a 2% Retail Rate 

Impact while the Windsource calculation of approximately $28/MWh (See Attachment B 

of Xcel’s December 14, 2010 compliance filing)5 represents the equivalent of about 2.8 

cents/kwh or a 20% bill impact if rates are approximately 10 cents/kwh. It is this factor of 

10 difference between the 2% Retail Rate Impact for meeting the Renewable Energy 

Standard and the approximately 20% bill impact of Windsource that remains 

unexplained by Xcel for their Colorado Windsource program.  

 5) Xcel’s December 14, 2010 Compliance Filing on the Calculation of the 

Windsource Premium contains no supporting details or spreadsheets to explain how to get 

from the assumptions shown in Attachment A to the numbers shown in Attachment B for 

the incremental cost and generation of the Windsource resources. As just a few examples 

of questions that can not be answered from Xcel’s filing are the following:6 

                                                 
4 For a description of the “RES- No RES” calculation used to determine the Retail Rate Impact for the 
Renewable Portfolio Standard under C.R.S. § 40-2-124 (1) (g) see Section 7 of Xcel’s 2010 Renewable 
Energy Standard Compliance Plan, Hearing Exhibit 1 in this Docket 09A-772E.  
5 The $28.48/MWh calculation is before the “Attachment C” adjustment for pre-2009 Windsource assets and 
the credit for the 14.5% renewable energy that is already incorporated into retail tariff rates. The final 
“Windsource” premium calculated by Xcel is $18.68/MWh or about 1.87 cents/kwh. (See pages 5-7 of  
Xcel’s December 14, 2010 “Windsource” compliance filing.   
6 Abbreviations used are MW=Megawatts, MWh=Megawatt hours, GWH=Gigawatt hours.  
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• If there are no new generation resources added in 2010 (as shown on Attachment 

A), then why are there $13.19 million of incremental costs in 2010 (as shown on 

Attachment B)?  

• Why is there a large jump in incremental costs in 2013 when the new resources 

added in 2013 are smaller (e.g. 200 MW wind) than those added in 2012 (e.g. 250 

MW of wind)?  

• What percentage of the new resources in Attachment A are assumed to apply to the 

“Windsource” program and why?  

• Why are there 85 GWH of incremental generation in 2010 and 1,096 GWH (or 

more than 10 times more) of incremental generation in 2011? 

• Why do the incremental GWH almost double between 2011 and 2012?  

• Will the incremental GWH of production be produced regardless of whether there 

are Windsource subscriptions to support this? 

• Do the incremental costs shown in 2014 of $125 million include the solar thermal 

resources which the PUC has determined are to be treated as “Section 123” 

resources and not included in RES-No RES calculations?7 

• What rational explanation is there for the incremental cost of Windsource resources 

ranging from $21.31/MWh (in 2013) to $155.59/MWH (in 2010)?  

 

Until these and many, many more questions are answered, rate payers who are paying extra 

on their bill for the Windsource product can not be assured that the purchased renewable 

                                                 
7 For the Commission decision on the treatment of concentrating solar thermal resources as “Section 123” 
resources that are outside the RES-NoRES calculations, see Commission Decision C09-0559 (¶80, page 30), 
mailed June 4, 2008 in Docket 07A-462E. The treatment of Section 123 resources is also discussed on page 
10 of Xcel Witness Robin Kittel’s Direct Testimony in this 09A-772E Docket, Hearing Exhibit 3.  
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energy is being generated in proportion to the number of Windsource subscriptions and 

that they are being charged a “just and reasonable” amount for the product as required by 

C.R.S.§ 40-3-101(1).   

 6) Decision C10-1033 noted that the Windsource calculation had been difficult to 

understand in the 09A-772E docket and directed Xcel to do the following: 

We expect Public Service to clearly explain how the Windsource premium is 

calculated in its 2011 RES Compliance Plan application. (Decision C10-1033, ¶43, 
page 14, mailed September 23, 2010, emphasis added.)  
 

As called for in Decision C10-1221, in place of filing a 2011 RES Compliance Plan, Xcel 

submitted a compliance filing on December 14, 2010, but in no way does the Compliance 

filing answer the many questions that have surrounded the Windsource calculation in this 

09A-772E docket.  

 7) There is still no clear and transparent explanation of how the assumptions on 

Attachment A lead to the numbers on Attachment B of Xcel’s December 14, 2010 

Compliance Filing on Calculation of the Windsource Premium.  Once again, Xcel rate 

payers, after years of waiting, still do not have a transparent explanation of why the 

Windsource premium leads to a rate impact of almost 20% (or almost 2 cents/kwh) when 

the Renewable Portfolio Standard is being met for a 2% rate impact.  

 8) One way for the Commission to provide oversight on the Windsource 

calculation is to require Xcel to file all work papers that support the numbers found on 

Attachment B of its December 14, 2010 Compliance Filing and allow parties to this docket 

to submit discovery questions and, if needed, additional testimony on this issue, with final 

review and decision by the Commission.  
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 WHEREFORE, for all the reasons stated above, Ms. Glustrom respectfully requests 

that the Commission grant this Motion and exercise oversight on Xcel’s calculation of the 

“Windsource” premium to ensure the premium paid by Xcel’s Colorado rate payers is just 

and reasonable as called for in C.R.S. § 40-3-101(1).   

 
   Respectfully submitted this 31st day of January 2011, 

 

     

    /s/ Leslie Glustrom _______________ 

    Leslie Glustrom,  
    4492 Burr Place 
    Boulder, CO 80303 
    lglustrom@gmail.com      
    303-245-8637 

 


